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ABSTRACT: This article reports and interprets the data collected from the author's 
1995 survey of 142 archives and manuscripts repositories at Association of Research 
Libraries institutions and their automated access practices. The goals of the study are, 
first, analyzing the data gathered to understand the development of archives' auto-
mated access programs and, second, understanding the extent to which 
libraries' cataloging and automated systems units interact with their institutions' archi-
val repositories in their common mission of creating and maintaining intellectual ac-
cess to research materials. These interactions are analyzed in areas such as automated 
applications development and maintenance, use of specific automated access tools, 
overall responsibility for program planning, and the provision of training. 
Introduction 
Automated access to archives and the subsequent development of descriptive stan-
dards have become the center of daily descriptive practice for the archivist. The pre-
MARC days of using SPINDEX are gone, and so are the days when automated access 
through the USMARC AMC format was the only viable choice. A wide array of auto-
mated applications for access is available to the archivist of the 1990s. While archival 
cataloging in the MARC format through the bibliographic utilities RUN and OCLC is 
prevalent, there remains a plethora of automated access choices. For instance, there are 
MARC-supporting local library systems, PC workstation-based MARC-supporting 
software, PC workstation-based non-MARC archival management software, access to 
automated resources through local area networks (LANs) and wide area information 
servers (WAISes), general word processing and database files, and the Internet through 
World Wide Web (WWW) servers. And recently, making available digital image files 
of actual archival materials through networked access is on the rise, quickly becoming 
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yet another access tool available for widespread use by archivists. The opportunities 
for developing archival automated access programs abound. 
All these access tools, when coupled with data format, content, and transmission 
standards,1 bring on the possibility of integrated automated access programs linking 
archives and libraries. In many instances the same hardware, software, and networking 
applications are used by both parties. At academic institutions, approximately 81 per-
cent of all archival organizations are placed within the library organization.2 These 
factors make the potential for archives-library collaboration great. In fact, archives are 
frequently made part of the research library organization on the basis of similar needs 
in automated access. But is the modern research library really one integrated organiza-
tion, or is it a dominance model, in which the smaller archives is isolated inside the 
complex research library? Are research libraries making the necessary changes to ac-
commodate this potential integration, or are they more like segregated battlegrounds 
where isolated programs fight over limited resources and stake out territory? The pros-
pects for cooperation in collection management inspired this research survey project to 
examine archival developments in automated access and their interactions with perti-
nent library units of the same institution. 
The goals of this study in automated access practices are to: 1) create a base of data 
to understand the development of archives' automated access programs in North Ameri-
can research institutions; and 2) understand the extent to which libraries' cataloging 
and automated systems units interact with their institutions' archival repositories in 
their common mission of creating and maintaining intellectual access to research ma-
terials. The first section of the study uses the data to examine automated access plan-
ning and program development in 142 archives whose institutions are members of the 
Association of Research Libraries (ARL). The sample of archives in this survey project 
is as large as that employed in any other published study regarding automated access 
practices. The study is unique in the extensiveness of its investigation of the interrela-
• tionships between the archival repository's operational functions and the library's op-
erational functions. Eighty percent of the archives surveyed are part of their institution's 
research library. 
The second section of the study addresses the archives' interactions with their 
institution's library cataloging and automated systems units. The potential interactions 
are analyzed in areas such as automated applications development and maintenance, 
use of specific automated access tools, overall responsibility for program planning, 
and the provision of training. Factors to be reviewed throughout the article include: 
software types utilized; approaches to networking (bibliographic utilities, local library 
systems, and Web servers); the number of MARC catalog records produced; who per-
forms the automated procedures, provides training, and develops and maintains sys-
tems; and what types of descriptive information are made available through each 
system. 
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Brief Review of Survey Method 
The current study stems from survey data collected in 1995. The first part of the 
survey addressed archival preservation management; the second part dealt with archi-
val automation.3 It utilized a scientific survey to gather data from 170 archival reposi-
tories. The target group of this study is units of institutions whose libraries are mem-
bers of the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) and are responsible for collecting, 
preserving, and providing access to archival materials. The target group included ar-
chival repositories administratively placed both within and outside of the library. Ar-
chival units reporting to offices such as college or university president, provost, dean, 
or the director of a nonprofit cultural institution are included. Of the 120 ARL mem-
bers, 113 institutions representing 170 archives and manuscript repositories were asked 
to participate.4 
The survey instrument, methodology, and procedures were designed following the 
standard volume by Don Dillman, Mail and Telephone Surveys: The Total Design 
Method (1979). Dillman recommends a tiered approach to gathering survey data, us-
ing three to four follow-up mailings to achieve a minimum 80 percent response rate. 
When the deadline for survey responses passed (June 15,1995), 142 archival reposito-
ries had responded to the automated access portion of the survey on 137 completed 
survey forms, resulting in an 84 percent response rate.5 Three repositories returned the 
survey, indicating it did not apply to their operation, while four communicated that 
they would not participate. Only 20 repositories did not respond in any way. 
Review of Previously Published Major Archival 
Automated Access Surveys 
The archives-library interrelationship in automated access has been a topic of con-
cern. However, since the early 1980s, original data have been gathered only twice on 
archival automated access program development in academic settings, once prior to 
the implementation of the USMARC AMC format, and once where the focus was 
exclusively on that format. The earliest survey of automated access techniques in aca-
demic archives was performed by Leon J. Stout and Donald A. Baird, and reported in 
their 1984 American Archivist article entitled, "Automation in North American Col-
lege and University Archives: A Survey."6 Their pioneering study covered 979 reposi-
tories in North America, with 90 percent of them administratively placed in institu-
tions' libraries. By today's standards, its conclusions are dated. For example, one of 
their major observations is that "the microcomputer revolution and the birth of the 
MARC AMC format certainly opens new possibilities for automated activities."7 Much 
has changed in archival automated access since the first availability of the USMARC 
AMC format in 1984. Today, MARC cataloging of archives has become the standard 
as the later Martin study (published 1994) demonstrates. Stout and Baird did unearth a 
rich body of automated access activity, however. 
The Stout-Baird study focused on automated administrative control and intellectual 
access to archival materials and the archives' involvement in library automated sys-
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terns. By 1984, their survey indicated that 85 percent of the academic archives were 
entering information into OCLC, with an average number of 182.3 catalog records, 
representing 25 percent of their holdings.8 Stout and Baird add that "in more than half 
of the archives, this activity was initiated by library administrators or catalog depart-
ment heads," and "the initiator of the planning was as likely to be the library director as 
the archivist; and, in most cases, planning was a joint effort between archival staff and 
library technical operations and systems staff."9 These findings have implications for a 
major portion of the current survey. Stout and Baird also offer comments significant to 
the future of continuing archival education and archival automation. They found "a 
rather low level of computer training on the part of these archivists," and "few claimed 
formal coursework."10 Their conclusion is that "there can be no doubt that training and 
continuing education in automation must continue to be a major activity for the profes-
sion."" The words of Leon Stout and Donald Baird could not have been more accurate. 
Ten years later, in 1994, another major automated access survey involving academic 
archives was reported in the pages of American Archivist. The results of this study, 
conducted by Lyn M. Martin in 1992, are found in her article, "Viewing the Field: A 
Literature Review and Survey of the Use of USMARC AMC in U.S. Academic Ar-
chives."13 Martin's study covers 140 academic archives, and articulates well the im-
portant trends present in contemporary archival cataloging. It documents the growth 
and acceptance of USMARC AMC cataloging in archives. Unlike the current study, 
however, it focuses only on USMARC AMC cataloging and does not address any of 
the other avenues for creating automated access to archives. She does not analyze in 
depth the interrelations between archivists and librarians when the academic archives 
is located within the library. 
Martin found that 57 percent of the archives surveyed catalog using the USMARC 
AMC format, and she appropriately indicates disappointment that the percentage is not 
higher. Bibliographic utilities are in high use, with 45 percent of the AMC cataloging 
archives using OCLC and 25 percent using RL1N, while 62.5 percent use a combina-
tion of a local OPAC system with one of these bibliographic utilities. In Martin's sur-
vey, 57 percent of the archives used MARC cataloging, while in the Stout-Baird sur-
vey of a decade earlier, 85 percent were cataloging in OCLC. This comparison may-
indicate less use of MARC and bibliographic utilities by archives today and a growing 
diversity of automated access techniques such as Web servers and local, off-the-shelf, 
database and word processing software applications. 
Perhaps most significant to the current study are Martin's findings about relations 
between the archivist and the library cataloger. In 60 percent of the archives, collec-
tions are cataloged with archivists and library catalogers working together; only 35 
percent of the time do archivists catalog by themselves; and in only 5 percent of the 
cases are archives cataloged by the library cataloger alone. Also, 46.4 percent com-
mented on the survey that "archivists and catalogers should work together." In terms of 
archival cataloging training, a high 72.5 percent of those archives cataloging stated 
that 72.5 percent of the staff" doing the cataloging have received special MARC AMC 
cataloging training.1'- In her concluding remarks, Martin emphatically states that MARC-
based archival cataloging "is here to stay," and that "archivists and (library) catalogers 
are obligated to continue to forge even stronger alliances."14 The current study will 
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delve further into archival automated access planning and descriptive program devel-
opment activities. It will include a look at PC workstation-based word processors and 
databases, Web servers, and digital imaging of original source material, as well as local 
library OPAC systems and bibliographic utilities. 
Automated Access Planning and Description Program Development 
The aforementioned list of automated access tools available to today's archivists is 
extensive. Some are specifically developed for facilitating access to archives while 
others are general applications used by virtually everyone with computing needs. The 
first part of this automated access study attempts to discover which tools are used in 
creating access to archives and whether they are used routinely or only occasionally. 
The tools surveyed throughout this project are a mix of workstation-based software 
and computer network systems presumably used in archives. 
For the first part of this study, participating repositories were asked about which 
automated access tools they use. As indicated in Table 1, archives heavily use general 
word processing and database software. These applications can be converted into for-
mats such as ASCII, SGML, HTML, and SQL for mounting as searchable files on the 
World Wide Web. However, the survey did not ask what was done with files from word 
processors or general databases after their composition. 
Table 1: Automated access tools used to provide access to archival materials (n=139) 
Archives using listed tools Number Percent 
PC-based word processing 108 77% 
PC-based general database software applications 76 54% 
Local/regional library system cataloging 60 43% 
Internet: Gopher servers 54 39% 
RUN 53 38% 
OCLC 48 34% 
Internet: World Wide Web servers 45 32% 
PC-based MARC cataloging 42 30% 
LANs 35 25% 
Other 8 5% 
None 3 2% 
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The responses found in Table 1 illustrate the widespread investment in MARC-based 
networked cataloging systems (RLIN, OCLC, and local/regional library systems) to 
provide access to archival description. After PC-based general software, MARC-based 
network systems rank 3,5, and 6 in terms of the number of times they were indicated to 
be used by the archival repositories. The results also show the rise of World Wide Web 
access as a popular choice to provide access to archives. Since Web technologies be-
came widely available only in the early to mid-1990s, the fact that nearly 40 percent of 
the responding archives indicate some use of them demonstrates that access to ar-
chives via the Web is growing significantly. 
Are Web sites' ability to deliver non-MARC formatted description challenging the 
popularity of MARC-based networked cataloging systems like bibliographic utilities 
and local library systems? The results in Table 2 indicate that responding institutions 
perform MARC cataloging much more routinely than they create Web access to de-
scriptive information. While cataloging is routinely performed by a majority, the pre-
ponderance of archives using Web servers apply them only occasionally to provide 
access.15 Given that MARC cataloging systems are used more, let us look closer at 
their frequency of use. 





Cataloging (n=l 29) 
Routinely 81 63% 
Occasionally 28 22% 
None 20 16% 
Web/Gopher Server Access (n=129) 
Routinely 24 19% 
Occasionally 55 43% 
None 50 39% 
The survey results supply the raw data to determine the ratio of archival collections 
to collection-level MARC catalog records. Responding archives supplied their num-
ber of archival collections as well as the number of collections cataloged in the MARC 
format. Of the 142 responding archival repositories, 87 provided this combination of 
data. The 87 repositories reported holding 134,655 archival collections with 68,364 of 
them being described in MARC catalog records. Only 50.7 percent of the reported 
collections have been cataloged in the MARC format (see Table 3). 
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Table 3: Comparison of archival collections to MARC catalog records (n=87) 
Archival collections reported 134,655 
MARC catalog records reported 68,364 
Percentage of MARC cataloged archival collections 50.7% 
Additionally, 16 of the 87 repositories reported that none of their archival collec-
tions are described in MARC catalog records (see Table 3A). In other words, 18.4 
percent—one out of every 5.43 archival repositories—do not perform on-line MARC 
cataloging of their collections. Eight repositories (9 percent) reported that all their 
archival collections are described in MARC catalog records. Table 3A further illus-
trates that there is a far greater frequency of archives with few catalog records than 
archives with many. Twenty-six percent (20) of the archives reported they have cata-
loged 80-100 percent of their holdings. Yet 48 percent (42) of the archives reported 
they have cataloged less than 20 percent of their holdings. 
Table 3 A: Percentage of archival collections MARC cataloged in each archives 
(n=87) 




100% 8 9% 
90%-99% 6 7% 
80%-89% 8 9% 
70%-79% 5 6% 
60%-69% 2 2% 
50%-59% 6 7% 
40%-49% 3 3% 
30%-39% 7 8% 
20%-29% 0 0% 
10%-19% 11 13% 
l%-9% 15 17% 
No cataloging 16 18% 
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The results of this data comparison are incredibly telling in regard to the significant 
accomplishments archives have made in MARC cataloging in the past 11 years. In 
short, about 140 academic archives have cataloged half of their combined holdings. 
But the results also demonstrate that archivists must maintain their resolve to reach 
their goal of representing all the nation's archival collections through MARC-based 
bibliographic networks. Further study is necessary to understand why so many ar-
chives have cataloged only small portions of their holdings. Certainly staffing levels 
play a part in the answer. Close attention must be given to the age-old questions of how 
to retool the staff's skills (to include archival cataloging), as well as how to gain insti-
tutional support for professional standards and trends in access methods. Grant-mak-
ing institutions such as the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) and the 
National Historical Publications and Records Commission (NHPRC) should take note 
of these numbers as well. Their interests in facilitating automated access to the nation's 
archival resources for the American public is far from over; much cataloging work 
remains. 
The next phase of this study addresses the types of descriptive information being 
made available through MARC cataloging network systems, Web servers, and other 
automated means. Table 4 provides a view of which tools are used to produce and 
provide access to traditional products of archival description. General word processors 
are found to be used approximately three to one over general database applications to 
compose and compile all the descriptive elements listed. The exception to this are 
subject headings and index terms. Databases are utilized almost as much as word pro-
cessors when compiling these terms. 
MARC cataloging systems (see Table 4) include biographical or organizational his-
tory notes and collection-level scope and content notes 52 percent and 62 percent of 
the time, respectively, while handling series descriptions 38 percent of the time and 
container/folder listings only 17 percent of the time. Web servers do not share this 
same frequency relationship with the descriptive elements made available through them. 
All the elements are reported to be available via Web servers at approximately the 
same levels, with collection-level descriptions at the high end at 29 percent and con-
tainer/folder listings at the low end at 23 percent. Where descriptive elements do not 
have MARC fields designated for them, such as container lists, they appear more fre-
quently in Web servers than in MARC cataloging systems (23 percent vs. 14 percent). 
However, PC-based word processing files remain the chief way archivists handle this 
descriptive element, with 62 percent of the archives reporting doing so. 
Web servers are used to communicate much more than just basic elements of archi-
val description, however. Their single largest use is to communicate general informa-
tion about the archives department's activities, programs, and functions (see Table 5). 
They are also used to distribute subject guides, once existing in a paper-based, pub-
lished mode only, and to create on-line access to archival exhibits and other forms of 
archival outreach and public programming. While Web servers are being used in these 
ways, they are also used to communicate descriptive elements found in traditional 
archival collection descriptions. Fifty-nine repositories (42 percent) state they use Web 
servers for this last purpose. Another growing item of interest is the use of Web servers 
to distribute digital image tiles of archival documents. Fifteen percent (21) of the 
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Table 4: Descriptive elements accessible through particular access tools (n=l 39) 




Biographical/Organizational History Notes 
MARC cataloging systems 73 52% 
PC-based word processing files 71 51% 
Web/Gopher servers 39 28% 
PC-based general database software applications 21 15% 
Collection-level Scope and Content Notes/Abstracts 
MARC cataloging systems 86 62% 
PC-based word processing files 73 52% 
Web/Gopher servers 40 29% 
PC-based general database software applications 29 21% 
Series Descriptions 
PC-based word processing files 77 55% 
MARC cataloging systems 53 38% 
Web/Gopher servers 38 27% 
PC-based general database software applications 22 16% 
Container/Folder Listings 
PC-based word processing files 87 62% 
Web/Gopher servers 32 23% 
PC-based general database software applications 29 21% 
MARC cataloging systems 20 14% 
Subject Headings/Index Terms 
MARC cataloging systems 79 57% 
PC-based word processing files 33 24% 
PC-based general database software applications 27 19% 
Web/Gopher servers 24 17% 
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Table 5: Archival descriptive products accessible through Web servers (n=139) 




General information about the archives 69 50% 
Individual collection descriptions 59 42% 
No information 44 32% 
Outreach/public programs (histories, exhibits, etc) 33 24% 
Subject guides to archival collections 32 23% 
Optical images of documents in archival collections 21 15% 
Other 11 8% 
Electronic text of documents in archival collections 6 4% 
respondents state they are providing Internet access to these files, while 48 repositories 
(36 percent) have made initial attempts at optical imaging activity with their archival 
materials. Of the same 48 repositories that are performing some optical imaging work, 
38 (79 percent) indicated it is an experimental project, for demonstration purposes 
only. Ten of the 48 repositories (21 percent) state their imaging activities are part of a 
planned program of routine activity in their archives (see Table 5A). While there are 
many archives using Web servers, there are still many not using them. Nearly one-third 
of the repositories (44, or 32 percent) surveyed indicate they do not make any type of 
information available through the Web. By and large, Web servers are being used to 
communicate archival information about an archives1 services and holdings and, in 
some cases, the digital images of documentary materials. 
Table 5A: Optical imaging activity in archives (n=132) 





Activity is Experimental/Demonstration Project 38 79% 
Activity is Planned Program of Routine Activity 10 21% 
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The next phase of this study surveyed archives to learn if any of them were devising 
plans to determine which types of archival information to make accessible through 
specific access tools. Concurrent with the rise of the Internet, we also see little plan-
ning to decide which types of non-MARC formatted descriptive information are made 
available through it via Web servers (see Table 6). Fifty-seven repositories (41 percent) 
declared they have no policies or procedures to determine which types of archival 
description are made available through any of the systems listed. This is an intriguing 
figure given the high use of cataloging systems, which have very well-structured data 
content standards, such as AACR2 and APPM.16 In fact, the highest number of ar-
chives responding positively to possessing any policies or procedures in this area re-
plied that they possessed them for bibliographic utilities. The next highest groups are 
general word processing and database files. This is a good indication that archives are 
developing some local policies and procedures about what information is made avail-
able through certain systems. General database and word processing applications do 
not have nationally accepted data content standards. Such standards should be devel-
oped with an eye toward acceptable standards of professional practice. A great amount 
of effort is now being applied to building standards for Web-based information as well 
with the advent of Encoded Archival Description (EAD). 
Table 6: Policies/procedures for inputting descriptive elements into certain access 
tools (n= 139) 
Archives with policies/procedures 
Number Percent 
No policies/procedures 57 41% 
Bibliographic utilities (RLIN/OCLC) 39 28% 
PC-based word processing files 38 27% 
PC-based general database software applications 32 23% 
Local/regional library system cataloging 26 19% 
PC-based MARC cataloging 24 17% 
Internet: Gopher servers 15 11% 
Internet: World Wide Web servers 9 6% 
Archivists have several ways they can create on-line access to their archival hold-
ings. Yet archives staff need training to utilize the latest technologies and integrate 
them into their archives' program of descriptive activities. In MARC-based catalog-
ing, archivists are experiencing results of the rising trend of formal graduate archival 
education.17 The highest number of archival repositories, 33 (31 percent), responded 
that their staff received training through a graduate degree with applicable cataloging 
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courses (see Table 7). This may be a result of the rise in the number of practicing 
archivists holding M.L.S. degrees, who logically might have gained some exposure to 
cataloging through the M.L.S.'s library cataloging courses. However, this is only the 
highest number for any one training method. Most significant is that all the other cat-
egories of training result in 69 percent of the methods by which archives staff learn to 
catalog. 
Table 7: Sources of archives staff training in automated access 
Archives with staff training 
Number Percent 
Cataloging (n=105) 
Graduate degree with applicable courses 33 31% 
Continuing education programs 31 29.5% 
Other 31 29.5% 
Library cataloging dept. 8 8% 
Library automated systems dept. 2 2% 
Web/Gopher Server Content (n=74) 
Library automated systems dept. 31 29% 
Other 27 26% 
Continuing education programs 8 7% 
Graduate degree with applicable courses 6 6% 
Library cataloging dept. 2 2% 
Continuing education offerings, no doubt principally offered through SAA's very 
well attended workshops on archival cataloging, represent a very common way by 
which archives staff learn to catalog (see Table 7). Also, learning archival cataloging 
in ways not specified in the survey produced a collectively high response for the "other" 
category, shown in Table 7. Many archivists indicate that self-study is a leading way to 
acquire archival cataloging skills. Frequent responses are that they are "self-taught." 
learned "hands-on" or through "experience," and by "reading AMC cataloging books." 
Several responses also pointed to vendor-provided instruction; "RLG's RUN train-
ing" is an often-supplied survey answer. The "other" category is also filled with re-
sponses illustrating that archivists do not learn from just one source. Many "other" 
responses state they have learned from a combination involving many of the sources 
listed in Table 7. 
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Where the new technologies of the Internet are concerned, the dynamics of skills 
building are different. The library automated systems department is playing a critical 
role in providing archivists with training to create and mount their files on Web servers 
(see Table 7). The library cataloging unit is not involved with the archivists' Web 
training. Perhaps cataloging departments have yet to become knowledgeable about 
automating intellectual access to collections beyond MARC-formatted, AACR2 cata-
loging. In the "other" answer category, other library units are arising in the automated 
access arena. Several survey respondents indicate that the library's reference and/or 
public services departments are providing archivists with Web training. Other training 
providers are libraries' Internet coordination committees, library automation liaison 
officers (not from cataloging or automated systems units), and the parent institutions' 
computing services unit. As with cataloging skills, acquiring Web content develop-
ment skills are also occurring through self-study. Many "other" responses such as "read 
manuals," "self-taught," and "trial and error," are supplied. Most intriguing is the in-
verse relationship between archival education (graduate and continuing) and library-
based training with respect to archival cataloging and archival uses of the Web. The 
results in Table 7 show that, unlike the case in archival cataloging, graduate and con-
tinuing archival education in 1995 had not yet responded to the use of the Web, adapt-
ing their curricula to include this emerging access tool. These sources, for the most 
part, are now beginning to provide introductory Internet education and training for 
their archival students. 
Integrating Automated Access Planning and Program 
Development between Archives and Libraries 
In addition to the aspects of automated access program development just examined, 
there are factors external to archives that can make a positive impact on their develop-
ment. Library automated access programs can impact archival automated access pro-
grams. This is largely because of established and emerging standards in data format, 
content, and transmission, which are coupled with the fact that, within ARL institu-
tions, the vast majority of archival repositories are administratively a portion of the 
library. This study attempts to understand library-archives relations with regard to au-
tomated access programs by examining the data gathered on who develops and main-
tains the automated applications used by the archives, who performs the archives' 
automated access creation procedures, who has responsibility for program planning, 
and who provides training to the archives staff when they perform their own automated 
access creation procedures. The potential is great for library-archives program integra-
tion, but an archival perspective on automated access must be present for this to occur. 
Let's examine the data on who is responsible for developing and maintaining the 
archives' automated applications. The applications and systems identified earlier in 
this study remain the focus of this part: PC workstation-based MARC cataloging; PC 
workstation-based word processing; PC workstation-based general database software 
applications; local/regional library cataloging systems; bibliographic utility 
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cataloging systems; and Web servers. This examination will focus on MARC catalog-
ing systems and Web servers. 
In the case of MARC cataloging systems, library cataloging departments play the 
leading role in maintaining them. This is the traditional role of academic library cata-
loging departments: they deal with on-line MARC-based cataloging. Those archives 
performing MARC cataloging and not using a PC-based MARC cataloging system are 
most likely using the library's local system or a national bibliographic utility, or both. 
The frequency of an archives being responsible for the development and maintenance 
of its applications in local and regional library systems is significant, given that library 
departments have traditionally done this (see Table 8). Seventeen archives (29 percent) 
are responsible for the development and maintenance of archival cataloging applica-
tions in their local or regional library cataloging system. However, when the frequen-
cies for the library cataloging and automated systems are combined, libraries are re-
sponsible for application development and maintenance 62 percent of the time. The 
library units dominate developing and maintaining local and regional library catalog-
ing systems. 
Archives are the largest single unit responsible for archival applications in the bib-
liographic utilities, with 39 (45 percent) indicating so. Again, the cataloging depart-
ment figures prominently, but this time at a lower rate of frequency than the archives 
(31 percent). The combined library cataloging/automated systems units' frequency for 
developing and maintaining archival applications in bibliographic utilities is 42 per-
cent, still less than the archives units by themselves (see Table 8). This may well be the 
case because more archives use RLIN than OCLC, the former offering its own archives 
subsystem (see Table 1). Libraries may be leaving development and maintenance to 
the archives departments so they may consult with RLG directly. However, archives 
are responsible for using bibliographic utilities in only slightly less than half these 
cases. 
The dynamics of library-archives collaboration in the development and maintenance 
of archival applications on Web servers are different from their MARC cataloging 
systems counterparts. In the case of Web servers, the archives assumes this responsi-
bility most of the time (54 percent). The combined library units' frequency of respon-
sibility is only 27 percent (see Table 8). However, one notable change from the cata-
loging systems experience is the role of the libraries" automated systems departments 
in conjunction with the lack of participation from the libraries' cataloging departments. 
The automated systems unit is responsible for archival applications in Web servers 25 
percent of the time. Library cataloging departments are negligible in this area. They 
are responsible for Web servers 2 percent of the time. The role of the archives' parent 
organizations' central computing facility is significant as well. They are responsible 
for the archival applications on the Internet 40 percent of the time (see Table 8). Li-
brary automated systems units are establishing important collaborative roles in the 
archival applications of Web servers. The automated systems units also provide a ma-
jority of training to archivists on using Web servers (see Table 7) and, other than the 
archives itself, they are the second most frequent managers of the archives' Web appli-
cations. Here is one area where archives-library collaboration is frequent and appears 
to be fruitful. 
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Table 8: Library-archives integration: unit responsible for development and mainte-





PC-Based MARC Cataloging (n=56) 
Archives dept. 36 64% 
Library cataloging dept. 10 18% 
External consultant 5 9% 
Institution's computer assistance unit 3 5% 
Library automated svstems dept. 2 4% 
PC-Based Word Processing (n=110) 
Archives dept. 102 93% 
Institution's computer assistance unit 3 3% 
Library cataloging dept. 2 2% 
Library automated systems dept. 2 2% 
External consultant 1 1% 
PC-Based General Database Software Applications (n=81) 
Archives dept. 71 88% 
Institution's computer assistance unit 4 5% 
Library automated svstems dept. -> 4% 
External consultant 2 2% 
Library cataloging dept. 1 1% 
Local/Regional Library System Cataloging (n= =58) 
Library cataloging dept. 20 34% 
Archives dept. 17 29% 
Library automated systems dept. 16 28% 
Institution's computer assistance unit 3 5% 
External consultant 2 3% 
Bibliographic Utility Cataloging (RLIN/OCLC) (n=87) 
Archives dept. 39 45% 
Library cataloging dept. 27 31% 
Library automated systems dept. 10 11% 
External consultant 6 7% 
Institution's computer assistance unit 5 6% 
Internet: Gopher servers (n=64) 
Archives dept. 25 39% 
Library automated systems dept. 20 31% 
Institution's computer assistance unit 16 25% 
Library cataloging dept. 2 3% 
External consultant 1 2% 
Internet: World Wide Web servers (n=52) 
Archives dept. 28 54% 
Library automated systems dept. 13 25% 
Institution's computer assistance unit 8 15% 
External consultant 2 4% 
Library cataloging dept. 1 2% 
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The moderately high levels of library responsibility for archival applications in their 
automated access systems do not necessarily extend to libraries performing the tasks to 
create on-line access to the archives holdings. Table 9 summarizes the data collected 
on which units are responsible for carrying out archival cataloging and the creation of 
Web content. Despite Lyn Martin's findings that, in 60 percent of the archives she 
polled, archivists and library catalogers work together, the current study finds that 
archivists are responsible for cataloging in at least three out of four cases. An over-
whelming majority of the reporting archives, 104 (76 percent), indicates that their staffs, 
not the library catalogers, are responsible for cataloging. Only 30 archives (22 percent) 
reported that the library cataloging department is responsible for archival cataloging, 
but this number is still much higher than in Martin's study, in which only five percent 
of the archives reported that archival cataloging is performed by a library cataloger 
alone. 







Archives dept. 104 76% 
Library cataloging dept. 30 22% 
Library automated systems dept. 2 1% 
Web/Gopher Server Content (n=94) 
Archives dept. 60 64% 
Library automated systems dept. 33 35% 
Library cataloging dept. 1 1% 
This is one interpretation of the data, in light of Martin's findings. Another interpre-
tation is to recognize that 60 percent of the archives staff work with library catalogers, 
and when they do work together, the archives retains principal oversight and responsi-
bility for this work. The findings of the two studies are not necessarily exclusive of one 
another. In the current study, the archives were asked which units were "principally 
responsible" for carrying out the archives automated access activities. In Martin's study, 
she asked, "Who catalogs the collections?," and provides "archivists and catalogers 
working together" as one of the selections. The current study did not ask about coop-
eration between archivists and library catalogers. While Martin was looking for evi-
dence of collaboration in performing the specific act of cataloging, the current study is 
looking for overall responsibility for that act. 
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Unit responsibility for creating access to archival information via Web servers (e.g., 
creating and mounting HTML files, SGML files) displays characteristics similar to 
those found with archival cataloging, but there are important differences. The archives 
retains responsibility for its Web content in two out of three cases (60 archives; 64 
percent) (see Table 9). As previously affirmed in Table 7's sources of automated access 
training and Table 8's data on applications development and maintenance, the library 
cataloging department has marginal, if any, involvement in archival applications on 
the Web. There is only one case where the library cataloging department performs Web 
access activities such as creating and maintaining HTML files for the archives. Once 
again, the data illustrate that the library automated systems department is becoming 
involved with archival automated access activities. Thirty-three archives (35 percent) 
report that their library automated systems unit carries out its Web content creation 
activities. Given that by 1995, archivists were in the early stages of their use of the 
Web, the fact that one-third of the library automated systems units performed related 
Web activities for their archives was a sign of positive library-archives collaborations. 
Conclusions 
Overall, collaboration among archival repositories, library cataloging units, and li-
brary automated systems units is mixed. Traditional boundaries seem to be very much 
in operation: library cataloging staff deals with on-line library cataloging predomi-
nately and seldom with archival cataloging. At least in the case of the archives' appli-
cations, the cataloging units do not engage in Web activities, and the automated sys-
tems units are involved primarily in systems administration. However, the largest area 
of collaboration is between the archives and library automated systems units, particu-
larly with regard to the use of the Web. Also, the automated systems department is the 
single largest trainer of the archives staff in this area (see Table 7). In the realm of 
automation planning, the archival repository does not collaborate much with the perti-






Archives dept. head 75 8% 
Other archives staff 22 17% 
Other 14 11% 
Designated automation officer from archives staff 11 8% 
Library cataloging dept. representative 4 3% 
Library automated systems dept. representative 3 2% 
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nent library units. In 83 percent of the cases, it is the archives department head and/or 
staff that conducts the planning. The library is involved in only five percent of cases, 
three percent with the cataloging department and two percent with the automated sys-
tems department (see Table 10). Automation planning is one realm where archives 
could benefit from collaborating with the library, and the library has an obligation to 
do so for its archival repository units because they are part of the library organization. 
The data show that distinct automated access programs in research libraries are inte-
grating in certain functions and in isolated cases. They are moving toward becoming 
the "modern information/knowledge management center," capable of organizing, pre-
serving, and transmitting knowledge from any of society's information sources. This 
article takes a step toward developing an archival management perspective to manag-
ing automated access in research libraries. The findings suggest that the evolution of 
research libraries has a long way to go until an archival perspective is interwoven into 
library-wide management and planning. Units managing archival resources have yet 
to be considered a part of the library's main stream of work flow. Archives may be 
using the libraries' automated systems and many of the same access systems and data 
standards (e.g., LCSH, USMARC, AACR2, APPM), but they are not brought into the 
planning and evaluation process that produces strategic and long-range plans for these 
libraries' automated access programs. 
Moreover, archives are entering into library automated access programs in a piece-
meal fashion: there is no conscious management strategy to "bring archives into the 
fold" as a portion of the overall library access program. Hence, it is the author's opin-
ion that archives are still an adjunct, an afterthought to the grand planning schemes and 
documents characteristic of planning initiatives today. The modern research library 
will not reach its sought-after status as a global information/knowledge management 
center until its administrators take into consideration the means necessary to preserve 
and create access to the incredible diversity of formats, physical compositions, con-
texts of creation, and the broader social constructs inherent in the making of the re-
search materials they manage today. 
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